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What is an aquifer?

“An underground body of rock that is capable of storing and 
transmitting water”
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Main UK aquifers:
Chalk (supplies 20% UK drinking water)
Sherwood Sandstone (supplies 10% UK drinking water)



Threats to urban groundwater

Groundwater is usually considered to 
be much cleaner than surface water. 
It often requires little or no treatment 
before it can be used for drinking.  

By 2002, 10% of aquifers had 
urbanized land directly above them. 

However, urbanisation presents 
threats to groundwater:



1. Urban drainage

Urban drainage can also decrease soil infiltration rates, so 
rainfall never enters the aquifer. 



2. Overabstraction

Both public and private (industrial) 
abstractions are situated in the 
urban area.

Overabstraction can lead to 
deterioration in quality, as low 
quality water is drawn in from:
•other aquifers
•rivers
•the sea.   

© USGS



3. Contamination

Waste disposalPetrol filling stations

Leaking sewers and septic tanks Removal of protective layer



Groundwater regulation

In the UK, land use and groundwater abstraction rates are 
now regulated by the Environment Agency in order to maintain 
high groundwater quality.

They maintain a series of groundwater flow models 



Groundwater models

Inputs to model:
•Aquifer dimensions
•Rainfall
•Hydraulic conductivity*
•Position and level of rivers
•Position and level of sea  ....etc

Predicts groundwater levels

Predicts flow paths (particle tracking) within a given timescale

Calibrated using levels measured in monitoring boreholes



Hydraulic conductivity

Hydraulic conductivity
“the rate at which a rock can 
transmit water” (or 
contaminants!)

Together with the pressure 
gradient, controls the speed of 
groundwater flow

Pressure 
difference



Hydraulic conductivity

Hydraulic conductivity varies:
•amount of connected pore space 
between grains

•fracture frequency and aperture

Horizontal variations in hydraulic conductivity are easy to quantify, vertical 
variations are less easy.  This is what I’m working on!



Why is hydraulic conductivity 
important?

Hydraulic conductivity controls
•how much water can be abstracted
•speed and dilution rates of any potential contaminant plumes
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So, how do we measure 
vertical variations in 

hydraulic conductivity?
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Pumped methods: impeller logging



Pumped impeller flow log

Model line fitted to 
remove noise

Location: Driffield, 
confined chalk



Pumped impeller flow logging 
results



Pumped dilution tests
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Pumped dilution tests

Flow contribution
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Pump Use advection dispersion equation 
to establish flow speeds



Pumped dilution test results
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Impeller logging results
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Ambient dilution test

Inflow

Inflow

Outflow

No water 
movement 
in bottom of 
borehole

No qualitative data 
as need to know 
head differences

But indicates 
natural flows in 
aquifer



Logging equipment

Impeller logging gear Conductivity probe used in dilution 
testing



Salt injection



Pumps

Large capacity pump (~18m3/hr) Small capacity pump (0.3m3/hr)



Summary

Dilution testing at WilfholmeImpeller logging

Pumped 
impeller

Pumped 
dilution

Ambient 
impeller

Ambient 
dilution

Depth

Magnitude Approximate

Certainty

Logging 
equipment 
cost

High Low High Low

Pump High capacityLow capacity 
but may be 
swamped by 
ambient 
flows

None None

Measurable 
flow speed

High Low



Summary

Dilution testing at WilfholmeImpeller logging

As cost decreases, data quality is compromised.

Some other physical constraints 
•magnitude of ambient flows 
•distance below the ground surface of the resting water level

Even the lowest cost method provides some very useful 
information about the aquifer.



Conclusions

These methods presented can better define groundwater 
flow model input parameters.   

The more accurate the model, the better the regulator will 
be able to predict the effects of changes to the aquifer:
•effect of installing a new abstraction well
•contamination risk presented by a change to industrial 
land use,
•increasing urbanization
•climate change

Dilution testing at WilfholmeImpeller logging
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